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The Quiet Warrior Podcast crushes the Century Milestone with show #100 and guest Kevin Harrington — the original Shark and
founder of the Infomercial.
The Quiet Warrior Podcast is a show that is designed to help seekers and top leaders to find their pathway to higher happiness and
success. Show Host and Executive Producer Tom Dutta had this to say when asked about its remarkable success:
“Most shows end at 9 episodes. We reached the 100 show mark in only 21 months. People across the globe are coming to experience the
uniqueness of the show, which is based on the narrative of my award winning book The Way of the Quiet Warrior. I’m honoured to have Kevin
Harrington with me for this milestone to release his authentic story”.
Kevin was awarded the limited edition Quiet Warrior Show Challenge Coin, joining the the Quiet Warrior global tribe in recognition of
his unrelenting work towards changing the world:
Harrington said on a recent video shot in his studio: “I live to inspire and create success for others around the world. I’m excited to be
inducted into the Quiet Warrior Tribe and receive the CHALLENGE COIN Award from Tom Dutta. Thank you Tom, I really appreciate it!”
Harrington being a man of action gave this call to action:“I’m looking forward to listening to the show that we did August 20th, and so
many other people should too. So check out my show “How to increase KPI’s by becoming a KPI (KEY PERSON OF INFLUENCE) “

Listen to Kevin as we honour his lifetime
achievements with this coveted award.
(Link To Podcast)
http://bit.ly/KevinHarringtonInterviewTheQuietWarriorShowTomDutta

Listen to Kevin as he accepts his award
(Link To Award Video)
http://bit.ly/KevinHarringtonEpicInterview
About Tom Dutta and KRE-AT®:
Tom Dutta helps people achieve high success and happiness through the power of their stories. He is the award winning CEO of
KRE-AT®, a speaker, and a #1 International bestselling author. Tom has worked as a CEO of Canada’s most prestigious companies and
has served on many industry boards. KRE-AT® is a Leadership Development Firm focusing on growth-oriented entrepreneurs and
professionals.
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